
Trick Me 1651 

Chapter 1651: Instinctive Resistance 

 

Your soul will be expelled immediately. 

And my bi Yue will accept your body and reunite with me… … 

“You… ” Xia Jinqi wanted to say something, but Zhao Chongbin had already grabbed her arm and pushed 

the transparent liquid into her veins. 

“that should be a sedative, ” Xia Jinqi thought. 

Otherwise, her consciousness would not have started to blur. The people and things in front of her were 

starting to double.  

She wanted to speak, but she realized that her body was no longer under her control. She couldn’t even 

move her lips. 

She vaguely heard the footsteps of a few people leaving. Then, someone moved her upper eyelids and 

shone a flashlight into her pupils. 

There was also a very cautious and sinister sentence. 

“Don’t be nervous. You won’t die. This is just a small experiment. Now close your eyes and sleep well. 

When you wake up, everything will be different… ” 

As soon as that person finished speaking, Xia Jinqi had completely lost consciousness. 

It was as if she had fallen into an endless sea. 

The cold and salty sea water tightly wrapped around her. She had no strength to struggle, and could 

only sink into the endless darkness… … 

When Xia Jinqi had completely lost consciousness, Zhao Chongbin finally prepared everything for the 

experiment. 

Monkey walked in through the back door and asked, “has it started? ” 

“Yes. ” Zhao Chongbin was putting a colorful hat on Xia Jinqi’s head. He turned around and walked in 

front of a computer, his fingers rapidly tapping on it. 

Following his actions, Xia Jinqi, who had been quiet, suddenly frowned, and her expression became 

painful. 

Monkey looked surprised. “What’s going on? ” 

“It’s a normal phenomenon of rejection. Bi Yue’s brainwaves are entering her brain. This is an instinctive 

resistance. Imagine if someone were to snatch your body from you, what would you do? ” Zhao 

Chongbin smiled playfully. 



While he was instilling Bi Yue’s brainwaves into Xia Jinqi, he also closely recorded Xia Jinqi’s body 

reaction. 

If the experiment this time failed, it would be easier to conclude the reason and continue the next 

experiment. 

Monkey crossed his arms in front of his chest. Seeing Xia Jinqi’s pained expression, he couldn’t help but 

feel his scalp go numb. 

What a perverted experiment. 

And at this moment, what exactly was Xia Jinqi experiencing? 

She originally thought that she would sink into the darkness forever, but suddenly, a white light flashed 

in front of her eyes. It was very dazzling. 

Then, an angel-like woman in white descended from the sky and landed in front of her. 

“You… who are you? ” Xia Jinqi opened her mouth, momentarily surprised that she could actually speak 

… 

After the woman in white stood still, she slowly opened her eyes. 

At first, her eyes were lifeless, so empty that it was shocking! 

But very soon, when she saw Xia Jinqi clearly, her eyes slowly focused. 

She was obviously very confused, and asked Xia Jinqi the same question, “you… who are you? ” 

Xia Jinqi stared at her for a long time, and a thought suddenly popped up in her mind, “you are Bi Yue? ” 

Back at Lu Yiming’s villa, Xia Jinqi had not seen Bi Yue’s appearance with her own eyes. Later on, when Bi 

Yue was sent to the security building by Yan Jun, Xia Jinqi had only heard about it from it and had never 

been able to meet her Hence, she had no idea what bi Yue looked like. 

Chapter 1652: do you know me? 

 

Just like the first time she saw her, she felt that this woman in front of her was extremely unfamiliar. 

However, after racking her brains, she suddenly thought of Bi Yue for some reason. 

The expression of the woman in front of her also told her that she had guessed correctly. 

“Yes, I am. ” Bi Yue smiled gently. Her eyes were pure and without any impurities. “Do you know me? ” 

“…”Xia Jinqi didn’t know how to answer. 

She couldn’t believe that this woman with clear eyes and gentle expression was actually Lu Yiming’s 

wife? 

She had thought that Bi Yue might be the same kind of person as Lu Yiming… … 

After all, they were not a family, and they did not enter the same house. 



But the person in front of her shocked her. 

Bi Yue seemed to have noticed that Xia Jinqi’s expression was not right, and she asked again, “what 

about you? What’s your name? ” 

Xia Jinqi was looked at by her sincere eyes, and she did not feel that there was anything to hide. “I’m Xia 

Jinqi. ” 

“Xia Jinqi… what a nice name. ” Bi Yue’s eyes curved, and she smiled gently … 

Her person was just like her name, clear and flawless, as beautiful as the moon. 

Xia Jinqi frowned and sized her up. Suddenly, she asked, “why are you here? ” 

Bi Yue heard this and turned around to look at her surroundings. She frowned in distress. “I don’t know 

either. ” 

“Then how did you get here? ” Xia Jinqi asked again. 

Bi Yue still shook her head. 

She really didn’t know how she got here. She only remembered that she had just gone to the hospital 

for a prenatal checkup in the morning, and the doctor had told her that the baby in her stomach was 

healthy. 

Thinking of this, she subconsciously reached out her hand to caress her slightly bulging stomach. 

Seeing Bi Yue’s sudden smile, Xia Jinqi followed her movements and looked over. 

She had been too nervous just now, so she hadn’t noticed that Bi Yue was actually pregnant… … 

Perhaps noticing Xia Jinqi’s gaze, Bi Yue didn’t treat her as an outsider and spoke very proudly about her 

child.. “It’s almost five months, isn’t it obvious? I can’t really eat, and he’s growing a little slower, but the 

doctor told me that he’s very healthy. No matter what, I should eat more, even if it’s not for myself… ” 

Which mother wouldn’t be so proud and proud when talking about her child? 

Xia Jinqi felt the same way. 

On the topic of children, it was always easy to pull them closer. 

“It looks a little young at five months, but it doesn’t matter. As long as it’s healthy, it’s fine, ” Xia Jinqi 

said as she suddenly remembered that she was pregnant with Yu Han and his sister. She couldn’t help 

but laugh “When I was five months pregnant, my stomach was already very big. I didn’t know that it was 

a dragon and a phoenix. I thought that it was just one child, but my stomach was so big. I was so 

worried, afraid that it wouldn’t be easy to give birth. ” 

Hearing that Xia Jinqi had already given birth to two children, Bi Yue’s eyes were filled with surprise as 

she asked for her advice. “How could I not know? Then what happened after that? Did she give birth 

naturally? Brother or sister? ” 



“there were some minor twists and turns in the middle, but fortunately, both children were born very 

healthy. The older one is the older one. ” Xia Jinqi also recalled the past times and her heart suddenly 

felt very warm. n/)𝓸--𝓋)(𝓮)-𝔩.-𝑩(-1).n 

It had been a few days since she had seen those two little fellows. She didn’t know if they had eaten 

obediently, if they were sick, or if they had missed their mother… … 

As she thought about it, Xia Jinqi felt that something was wrong! 

She turned around in a flash and fixed her gaze on Bi Yue’s bulging belly. Her heart thumped heavily! 

That wasn’t right… … Wasn’t Bi Yue brain dead ? Moreover, wasn’t it fifteen years ago that she was five 

months pregnant ? ? ? 

Chapter 1653: I want to call him Jincheng, Lu Jincheng. 

 

What happened fifteen years ago, why would someone who existed fifteen years ago appear here? 

A huge panic that went against the laws of nature enveloped Xia Jinqi in an instant! 

Bi Yue, who was beside her, did not seem to notice Xia Jinqi’s shock at this moment. She only listened to 

Xia Jinqi’s words just now and imagined the scene when her child was born Her slightly Pale Lips could 

not help but curve upwards. 

“I hope that I can give birth naturally. This is my first child with Yiming. We are all looking forward to his 

arrival. ” 

Xia Jinqi,”…” 

The more she listened to her, the more terrified Xia Jinqi became. 

How could someone who shouldn’t be here… …  

Unable to suppress her curiosity, Xia Jinqi secretly reached out her hand, wanting to touch bi Yue’s arm. 

Her slender fingertips should have touched a person with flesh and blood, but Xia Jinqi realized that she 

couldn’t touch bi Yue. Her fingertips went straight through BI YUE’s arm! 

It was as if she was touching a virtual projection, or… … A phantom without a physical body ? ? 

Xia Jinqi held her breath and reached out again. All she could grab was air. 

Not only that, Bi Yue beside her didn’t seem to notice at all. She continued to caress her stomach, telling 

her all sorts of fantasies “It’s just that we haven’t thought of a name for him. We’ve thought of a lot of 

names, but we can’t decide. Jinqi, were your two treasures so hesitant when they came up with names? 

” 

As she spoke, she turned to look at Xia Jinqi. 

Xia Jinqi didn’t pay attention to what she said at all. All she could think about was what exactly was the 

paranormal phenomenon just now. 



At this moment, she suddenly made eye contact with Bi Yue, and the doubt in Xia Jinqi’s heart grew. 

She looked at Bi Yue just like that, and her gaze was so clear and clear. It didn’t seem like an illusion at 

all… … 

“Jinqi? ” Bi Yue saw that she was distracted, so she called out to her. 

” … HMM? ” Xia Jinqi immediately came back to her senses and asked in a daze, “what’s wrong? ” 

Bi Yue shook her head helplessly and repeated her words with a smile, “I say, who named your two 

treasures back then? Did you hesitate like us? ” 

Hearing this, Xia Jinqi briefly recalled and replied, “the children’s father named them. ” 

“really? But Yiming’s name is too ugly. He said that a man should be full of vigor and vitality to defend 

the country. He should call him Lu Weiguo. ” 

It was rare to see a look of disdain on such a moon-like person’s face. Xia Jinqi was moved, but there 

was also a hint of confusion. “Lu Weiguo? ” 

Protect the family and protect the country? 

Had the former Lu Yiming ever had such thoughts? 

Then, she thought about the current Lu Yiming… … 

They were two completely different people, the kind that had nothing to do with each other. 

“MM. ” Bi Yue nodded and smiled. “I want to call him Jincheng, Lu Jincheng. ” 

“Jincheng… ” Xia Jinqi muttered. “Jinxiu’s future is smooth sailing. It’s a pretty good name. ” 

After Bi Yue finished speaking, Xia Jinqi shook her head and recalled the doubt she had just now. 

The woman in front of her was not real at all. She had to think of a way to figure out what was going on! 

Just as she was thinking this, Bi Yue beside her pounced on her excitedly, wanting to hug her. “Jinqi! 

You’re thinking the same as me! I also want him to have a bright future, to be able to… ” 

Chapter 1654: don’t say it out loud. It won’t be fun if you say it out loud 

 

Before she could finish her sentence, Bi Yue was completely stunned. 

Not only her, but even Xia Jinqi widened her eyes and looked at everything in disbelief… … 

When Bi Yue rushed over, she didn’t Hug Xia Jinqi. Her hands passed through Xia Jinqi’s body and 

hugged a ball of air! 

Time seemed to freeze at that moment, and their hearts almost stopped beating at the same time! 

They looked at each other in extreme shock, unable to speak for a long time… … 

No one wanted to believe it, but no one could not believe it! 



After an unknown amount of time, Xia Jinqi forced herself to come back to her senses. 

She lowered her head and touched her right hand with her left hand. She realized that even she herself 

could not hold on to herself… … 

So, not only Bi Yue, but even she did not have a physical body? 

What kind of strange phenomenon was this? 

“My body… ” Bi Yue repeated what Xia Jinqi had just done, but she realized that it was futile. 

She muttered in shock, but a voice suddenly entered her ear. 

“This is your body. Bi Yue, chase away the woman in front of you, and you’ll get this healthy, fresh body! 

” 

“Who? ” Bi Yue frowned and looked around her vigilantly, trying to find the person who said these 

words. 

However, when she looked around, she didn’t find a third person besides her and Xia Jinqi! 

At the same time, she also caught Xia Jinqi’s attention.”?” 

Bi Yue saw Xia Jinqi’s puzzled look and hurriedly asked her, “didn’t you hear what that man said just 

now? ” 

” … ” Xia Jinqi frowned and shook her head slightly. “Did someone speak just now? ” 

Wasn’t she and Bi Yue the only ones here Why would someone speak Could there be a third person 

here? ? ? 

Subconsciously glancing at her surroundings, Xia Jinqi unconsciously clenched her hands that were 

hanging by her side. 

From the moment she was conscious, she had always stayed in this boundless space. 

A space that gave her an extremely familiar yet extremely unfamiliar feeling… … 

“Yes! A man, he said… ” Bi Yue was also anxious and wanted to repeat everything she had heard just 

now for Xia Jinqi to hear. However, before she could finish speaking, that unfamiliar man’s voice echoed 

in her ear again. 

“SHH… don’t say it out loud. It won’t be fun if you say it out loud. ” The man chuckled It was as if he was 

playing a game of pleasure. “Chase this woman away, and you’ll be able to see Lu Yiming. Don’t you 

want to see him? As long as you chase this woman away… ” 

The man’s hint made bi Yue confused. She looked at Xia Jinqi in confusion, her eyes changing rapidly. 

However, no matter how much she changed, she didn’t have any bad intentions. Instead, she looked at 

Xia Jinqi with eyes full of pity. 

How could she chase away someone she had only met for the first time, someone who was fated to 

meet her? 



Xia Jinqi could also see the struggle in Bi Yue’s eyes. In addition to the fact that she said that someone 

seemed to be talking, Xia Jinqi made a bold guess. 

“Is someone talking to you? ” Xia Jinqi’s gaze focused as she looked into bi Yue’s eyes seriously. 

Bi Yue nodded subconsciously… … 

“What did he say? ”XiaaJinqii continued to ask. 

No matter what, the words of that person who didn’t exist would only be heard by Bi Yue, and she 

would be blocked out… … This feeling was very bad … 

“He… ” Bi Yue was about to speak when the voice in her head sounded again. 

“Don’t you want to see Lu Yiming again? Don’t you want to see your child born? ”n-/O𝒱𝓔𝑳𝐛In 

Chapter 1655: I am your God 

 

“…”Bi Yue was shocked. 

Yi Ming… … She really wanted to see him … 

She clearly remembered that they had woken up together in the morning. He went to work, and she 

went for a prenatal check-up. 

Soon, he would come back from work. She would prepare his favorite meals, and they would sit at the 

dining table and chat… … 

But why was her heart so sad? 

It was as if they had not seen each other for more than ten years… … 

And her child… … She wants to see him born … 

Xia Jinqi saw bi yue suddenly did not speak, just a face of anticipation gently caressing her stomach, 

suddenly alarm bells!  

“Is he talking to you again? Bi Yue, don’t believe him! Right now, we are all incorporeal souls. He can see 

us, but we can’t see him! ” Xia Jinqi tried her best to persuade Bi Yue to stand on her side. 

And this can not be seen, but also can decide who to let him speak, in addition to Zhao Chongbin is 

manipulating the experiment, who else? 

He used his own unique technology to create special radio waves and blended in with the brainwave 

communication between Xia Jinqi and Bi Yue, observing the two from a God’s perspective. 

Hearing Xia Jinqi’s words, he immediately smiled and praised, “you’re quite smart, your brain works so 

fast. ” 

Bi Yue heard everything he said. 

She also frowned warily and asked, “who are you? How do you know about us? ” 



“Oh? We’re united so soon? ” Zhao Chongbin looked at his experimental subject as if he was looking at 

two white mice and sighed regretfully, “Tsk Tsk, it’s a pity that this is not what I want. ” 

Xia Jinqi also raised her eyes and looked around. She questioned loudly, “who are you? What do you 

want to do? ! ” 

“Me? ” Zhao chongbin raised his eyebrows. This time, Xia Jinqi heard his words. “I’m your God… ” 

Xia Jinqi instinctively wanted to curse. Crazy! 

But on second thought, she suddenly felt that this voice was very familiar! 

But she couldn’t remember who it was exactly… … And as long as she thought about it, she would feel a 

splitting headache ! ! 

Bi Yue saw Xia Jinqi holding her head with a splitting headache and hurriedly asked worriedly, “Jinqi? Are 

you okay? ” 

Zhao Chongbin,”…” 

He had wanted to watch a show where two souls fought each other for a body, but who knew that the 

two of them would appreciate each other so much? 

Zhao Chongbin rubbed his temples helplessly and said in a bored manner, “what a useless fool. If that’s 

the case, then let me help you! ” 

With that, he operated the computer keyboard, modified a few brainwaves, and then pressed the enter 

key! 

At that moment, Bi Yue, who was originally as gentle as water, suddenly changed her face Her eyes also 

became fierce! 

She no longer cared if Xia Jinqi was uncomfortable. She clenched her fist and swung it at Xia Jinqi’s face! 

Xia Jinqi was shocked. Her body instinctively retreated, narrowly avoiding this punch! 

However, Bi Yue did not stop there. She turned her head and another punch chased after Xia Jinqi! 

“Bi Yue! Wake up! ” Xia Jinqi shouted her name as she dodged, hoping to call her mind back again. 

However, no matter how Xia Jinqi shouted, Bi Yue pretended not to hear it. Punch after punch was 

thrown at Xia Jinqi! 

Xia Jinqi couldn’t react in time. Bi Yue hit her left shoulder, and an intense pain instantly spread to the 

tip of her heart! 

Chapter 1656: was pushed into the abyss of despair! 

 

Xia Jinqi was momentarily stunned before she hurriedly retreated to the side and reached out to touch 

her shoulder, only to discover that she could touch herself! 

In addition, Bi Yue had really hit her just now… …  



Xia Jinqi was suddenly enlightened — they were both real entities now? 

But a minute ago, they were still unable to touch each other! 

And Bi Yue, who was clearly very gentle just a moment ago, had instantly become a fierce Yaksha! 

And all of this seemed to have something to do with what that mysterious man had said. 

Xia Jinqi suddenly wondered if this was a virtual world Or was this just a dream of hers? 

Otherwise, she really couldn’t explain everything in front of her with real science. 

Just as she was thinking about it, Bi Yue stepped forward and pulled out her black tiger heart. Xia Jinqi 

instinctively grabbed her hand and turned around to attack. 

She had learned a few self-defense techniques before, and now that she was attacked, her body 

instinctively moved! 

But who knew that bi yue would turn her stomach around the moment she turned around. Seeing that 

Xia Jinqi’s punch was about to hit her bulging stomach… … 

No matter if this was a dream or a fantasy world, Xia Jinqi’s punch would never be able to hit her! 

She gritted her teeth and quickly turned the direction of her punch. However, the force backfired on 

her, causing her lower body to become unstable and she almost fell! 

She could have stabilized herself, but bi Yue reached out and gave her a heavy push! 

Her body suddenly retreated… … 

Xia Jinqi gritted her teeth and thought to herself, this is bad! 

At the same time, she tried her best to stabilize her body. She thought that this was just a fall and that 

she could get up again! 

And yet… … Things don’t always turn out the way you want them to . . 

Xia Jinqi behind a piece of land suddenly disappeared, she stepped back, the entire person fell into the 

endless abyss in an instant! 

She aghast eyes, but can only see a face of ice-cold Bi yue standing on the high platform, getting smaller 

and smaller, getting smaller and smaller… … 

She wanted to shout out loud, but her throat couldn’t make any sound! 

She fell into the Cold Sea, the light before her eyes little by little disappeared. 

Yan Jun, Xiao Puff, Yu Han, grandfather JI, father, mother, Father Qi, Erhuo, cousin, Xiao Ran, Wen Jing, 

Shao’an, Wen Tao… … 

All of them. They’re all in her head. 

Those are the people she holds dear… … 

She really misses them. 



How she wanted to struggle hard, how she wanted to surface, but consciousness in the end or at this 

moment completely disappeared. 

At the same time, Zhao Chongbin quickly hit a few keys on the keyboard and jumped up from his seat 

excitedly. “I did it! I did it! ” 

The monkey, who had been waiting for a long time, looked at him in surprise. “Did you succeed? ” 

Zhao Chongbin rushed over to hug him in excitement. “It worked! Bi Yue is going to wake up soon! ” 

Monkey blinked and looked at Xia Jinqi’s body lying on the cold bed. He asked, “what about Xia Jinqi? ” 

“She doesn’t exist anymore. ” Zhao Chongbin was overjoyed. “Xia Jinqi doesn’t exist in this world 

anymore! Her soul has been pushed into the abyss of despair! She will never wake up again! ” 

As soon as he finished speaking, a loud bang came from outside the door It sounded like something had 

exploded! 

Zhao Chongbin and monkey were stunned. 

“Go outside and see what’s wrong. ” Zhao Chongbin calmed down and looked at Monkey. 

Monkey nodded, turned around and quickly ran out of the door. 

Chapter 1657: This is a great gift from me to Yan Jun. 

 

In less than three minutes, monkey rushed back quickly. “There’s a fight outside! ” 

“WHO’s fighting? ” Zhao Chongbin averted his gaze from Xia Jinqi’s face, who was still lying quietly, and 

frowned at monkey. 

“I’m not sure. Both sides have a lot of firepower. What should we do? Should we retreat first? ” Monkey 

asked. 

Zhao Chongbin first fell into deep thought for a moment. Suddenly, an idea flashed through his mind, 

and his face instantly turned extremely Pale! 

“It must be Yan Jun! Let’s go! ” Without any hesitation, Zhao chongbin shouted and immediately turned 

around to copy the information in the computer. 

“…”monkey knew how terrifying Yan Jun was, but he did not expect Zhao Chongbin to be so scared 

when he heard that it was Yan Jun who had come. 

Immediately, he was a little displeased, but he did not say anything. Instead, he turned to look at Xia 

Jinqi, who was still lying on the ground, and asked, “what about her? will she be taken away too? ” 

n𝗼𝔳𝗲-𝑙𝔟(In 

“No. This is a big gift from me to Yan Jun. ” Zhao Chongbin smiled cunningly. He casually took out the 

USB that had copied all the information from the computer. Then, he opened the computer’s mainframe 

box and poured some transparent liquid into it. 



“Zi Zi Zi… ” the sound rang out. The tangled wires and main board in the computer box were all 

corroded, emitting black smoke. 

This computer contained all of his scientific research data, and it also stored the brainwave data of Bi 

Yue, who had died a long time ago. 

If Bi Yue could really be resurrected in Xia Jinqi’s body, then this technology would turn the whole world 

upside down! 

The dream of eternal life for mankind might be about to come true! ! ! 

How could he leave such an important thing to others? 

Everything was now in a small black USB drive in his hand. 

“Let’s go! ” Zhao Chongbin carried a small box, turned around, and ran to the back door. 

Monkey also followed quickly. 

For a moment, only Xia Jinqi, who was lying alone on the cold table, was left in the room. 

Her face was peaceful, and her hands were folded between her abdomen. She was like a princess in a 

fairy tale who was sleeping and waiting for the kiss of a prince to wake up. 

She did not know that at this moment, outside the room, the flames of war were raging. 

The Moment Huo Ting saw Lu Yiming and Zhao Chongbin Take Xia Jinqi away with his own eyes, he 

made contact with Fang Shaoan and the others. 

At that time, Yan Jun, who had just arrived at the bay, also received the news. He personally led an Army 

of 30,000 people and surrounded Lu Yiming’s stronghold with water, land, and air forces. 

Lu Yiming could have abandoned the stronghold to escape, but he did not. He stayed in the stronghold 

and waited for bi Yue to wake up. 

In his life, no matter how many mistakes he had made, everything was for bi Yue. 

Now that things had come to this, why would he abandon Bi Yue and leave alone? 

The final result was naturally that he was beaten into a pulp by Yan Jun. he retreated in defeat and fled 

to the laboratory. 

Yan Jun would not let him go. He personally held a gun and chased after him. 

Until there was no one left beside Lu Yiming. Yan Jun pointed a gun at his head. He wanted to block the 

entrance of the laboratory to buy time for bi Yue to wake up. 

“How… How did you find me? Cough! ” Lu Yiming struggled to say a word. He coughed out a pile of 

blood … 

Yan Jun’s cold and lifeless gaze landed on his bloodstained face. He did not answer but asked, “where 

are my wife and children? ” 



“COUGH COUGH! ” Lu Yiming coughed again. The blood that he spat out stained his gray coat, but he did 

not care at all. Instead, he laughed mockingly. “Didn’t you abandon them for the presidency? Why are 

you back looking for them now? ” 

Chapter 1658: ah Jin, it’s me, I’m here. 

 

This matter was already a kind of pain to Yan Jun. Now that Lu Yiming had brought it out to mock him, 

how could he endure it? 

Meng Meng, who was holding the gun, exerted force and punched Lu Yiming’s forehead! 

“Bang! ” 

Lu Yiming was hit to the side, and his ears buzzed. He didn’t know if it was a concussion. 

Before he could wipe his mouth, Yan Jun had already taken a step forward and grabbed his collar, 

smashing him heavily against the wall. gritting his teeth, he said, “Do you think I won’t know if you don’t 

tell me? ” 

With that, Yan Jun threw him aside and beckoned for his subordinates. “OPEN THE DOOR! ” 

“Yes! ” A few people quickly went forward and started knocking on the laboratory’s door. 

This time, Lu Yiming was anxious. He scrambled to his feet and blocked the door. “No! Not Now! ” 

“pull it open for me! ” Yan Jun shouted angrily, and the veins on his forehead suddenly popped up! 

Someone went forward to Stop Lu Yiming and dragged him to the side. 

Lu Yiming was still struggling non-stop. He was extremely excited. “No! You can’t go in! Yan Jun! ! You’ll 

regret it! ! ” 

No matter what Lu Yiming shouted, Yan Jun ignored him. He only had a pair of deep black eyes staring at 

the specially-made door. 

This was the mysterious room that Huo Ting had mentioned? 

Why did they lock Xia Jinqi in here? 

In less than two minutes, the door was violently opened. 

Yan Jun was the first to rush in! 

“No! ! ” Lu Yiming cried out in despair. He thought that the transplant was still in progress. 

At the same time, Huo Ting, who was wearing a set of clothes, walked out of the darkness and followed 

Yan Jun.. 

At this moment, Huo Ting had already taken off his mask and eye mask and walked straight past Lu 

Yiming… … 



Lu Yiming was completely stunned. He stared blankly at Huo Ting who had suddenly appeared in front of 

him. Only then did he understand why Yan Jun knew where Xia Jinqi was. 

So… This eye-catching person was actually impersonated by Huo Ting ? ! 

He was really capable In his territory, under his nose, Huo Ting had actually sneaked in? n--𝑜-)𝒱--𝑒(-𝓵--

𝒷(.I./n 

Gritting his teeth angrily, Lu Yiming took advantage of the fact that the people beside him were not 

paying attention to him to break free and quickly ran into the laboratory! 

At that moment, Yan Jun and Huo Ting were already surrounding Xia Jinqi’s bedside. 

“Ah Jin! ” 

“Girl? ” 

The two of them spoke at the same time, but they were unable to wake up the sleeping Xia Jinqi. 

Yan Jun immediately panicked. He walked over and held Xia Jinqi’s slightly cold hand. With a trembling 

voice, he called out, “Ah Jin, it’s me. I’m here. ” 

Xia Jinqi was still in a deep sleep. It was as if she was unaware of everything around her. 

At that moment, Lu Yiming also rushed in and shouted, “Don’t touch her! ” 

Hearing Lu Yiming’s voice, Yan Jun’s face darkened. His cold gaze turned into a sharp blade and shot at 

Lu Yiming mercilessly. “What did you do to her? ! ” 

Although his voice was extremely cold, it was filled with intense pain and suppressed anger! 

Huo Ting looked at Yan Jun in surprise. 

He had never seen Yan Jun speak so harshly… … 

Lu Yiming was shocked by Yan Jun’s powerful boldness. He was stunned for a full second before he 

curled his lips and smiled sinisterly “Yan Jun, the omnipotent you who could easily bring tens of 

thousands of people to wipe out my entire army, now you finally know how to panic? Unfortunately, 

you’re too late… She’s mine, she has nothing to do with you anymore! Hahahaha! ” 

Chapter 1659: sorry… … I’m late 

 

When he entered, Lu Yiming looked around the laboratory, but he didn’t find any trace of Zhao 

Chongbin and monkey. 

From the looks of it, the two of them should have completed the experiment long ago and left first. 

Otherwise, they wouldn’t have left Xia Jinqi behind. 

Even if he took ten thousand steps back, he had nothing now. At least, he could still talk so fast that it 

made Yan Jun unhappy! 

And his words were like poison, swallowing Yan Jun’s heart bit by bit. 



He was late. 

He was late… … 

An indescribable bitterness and pain welled up in his heart, like a poisonous snake, lingering in his heart. 

If Xia Jinqi woke up at this time, she would definitely be able to clearly see the pain and regret reflected 

in his pure black eyes… … 

What an arrogant and cold person he used to be, but now he had become so fragile and sentimental. 

Unfortunately, Xia Jinqi only slept quietly and showed no signs of waking up. 

Yan Jun took a deep breath. It was not easy for him to suppress the bitterness in his heart. He ordered in 

a low voice, “take him out. Also, arrange for a plane to go back. Inform the city hospital to make 

preparations. ” 

The most important thing now was to bring Xia Jinqi back quickly and have a good check-up. 

When Lu Yiming was taken out, he was still struggling. “Don’t waste your time! She’s mine! She’s mine! ” 

After Lu Yiming left, Li Jie just happened to come in. 

When he saw Xia Jinqi lying on the bed, his expression was very tense. “We searched the entire village, 

but we didn’t find the young master. The people in the village also said that they never saw Lu Yiming 

bring the child back. ” 

“…” 

Yan Jun paused for a moment, then frowned and asked, “No? ! ” 

“perhaps Lu Yiming didn’t bring Yu Han back at all. I’ve stayed in the village all night, but I’ve never 

heard anyone mention Yu Han, ” Huo Ting added. 

“…”Yan Jun was silent. The aura that spread out from his body was extremely cold! 

Yu Han wasn’t here. 

In the surveillance footage of the city defense, when Xia Jinqi and Yan Qing left together, they clearly 

brought Yu Han with them! ! ! 

But why was Yu Han not here now? n--𝑜-)𝒱--𝑒(-𝓵--𝒷(.I./n 

Which link had gone wrong? 

“find him. ” After a long while, Yan Jun finally opened his mouth. “Use all your strength to find him! ! ” 

He did not know how much his voice trembled when he said this… … 

Li Jie did not dare to stay any longer. He nodded and left. 

Yan Jun lowered his eyes and looked at the quietly sleeping Xia Jinqi. His large palm gently stroked her 

temples, and his hand trembled slightly. “Ah Jin… ” 

Murmuring, he picked her up and hugged her tightly as if she was a rare treasure. 



Seeing this, Huo Ting took two steps forward and patted Yan Jun’s shoulder lightly. “Don’t worry, we’ll 

definitely find her. You take the girl back to receive treatment first. Leave this to me. ” 

After waiting for a while without an answer from Yan Jun, Huo Ting sighed softly. He took one last look 

at Xia Jinqi and turned around to walk out of the door. 

Presumably, at this time, the girl would also want to be alone with Yan Jun.. 

As his brother’s Knight, it was time for him to leave. 

When Huo Ting left, he also called out a room full of bodyguards. 

The people in the stockade were either dead or injured. Lu Yiming had also become a prisoner. Nothing 

would endanger the lives of Yan Jun and Xia Jinqi anymore. 

In the blink of an eye, the room became empty. 

“Ah Jin, I’m sorry… I’m late… ” 

Chapter 1660: the soul was gone, but the heart would still be in pain… … 

 

His deep and hoarse voice was tinged with a sobbing tone as panic flowed through the cold laboratory. 

The pain that surged out of his chest soaked through his limbs and bones… … 

Yan Jun could no longer restrain himself. 

He hugged Xia Jinqi tightly and cried like a child. 

“I’m sorry, I’m sorry… ” 

He repeated these three words endlessly. It was as if this was the only way he could continue breathing 

and continue living… …  

Xia Jinqi, who was tightly embraced by him, was still in a deep sleep. There were no fluctuations on her 

Pale jade-like face. 

However… … 

When she heard Yan Jun’s cries of agony, two lines of clear tears suddenly slid down from the corner of 

her eyes. 

Her soul was gone, but her heart would still be in pain… … 

The thermostatic system in the room had long been damaged. A raging cold wind drilled through the 

gap between the door and blew into the room, gouging at the two people’s hearts. 

.. 

In the ice and snow world, Huo Ting immediately arranged for people to clean up the stockade that was 

strewn with corpses. 



Li Jie also ordered people to use the stockade as the center and radiate a radius of ten miles to search 

for Yan Yuhan’s whereabouts. 

After doing all this, the two of them met outside the laboratory door. 

Looking at the tightly shut door, the two of them knew very well that they did not go in. Instead, they 

leaned against the door and rested. 

Fang Shaoan walked in from outside with a cigarette in his mouth. When he saw that the two of them 

were hanging their heads at the door, he casually handed them two cigarettes. 

“Are you both injured? ” He asked. 

When the battle started just now, he and Zhuge Wentao were both blocked outside and no one could 

enter. 

It must have been Yan Jun’s order. He knew that neither of them knew how to use guns and was 

worried that they would get hurt if they entered, right? 

Sigh, this second young master was still thinking about the safety of the two of them at a time like this. 

Li Jie took the cigarette and shook his head. 

Huo Ting also shook his head but did not take the cigarette. “I quit. ” 

However, Fang Shaoan did not care and stuffed it into his mouth. “quit? What quit? Don’t be like Wen 

Tao, being so wishy-washy! ” 

Actually, he knew that huo ting must be feeling bad at the moment and wanted to give him a chance to 

vent. 

Huo Ting didn’t really quit. He was just frustrated and found an excuse to refuse. 

He had been in the army for so many years, but he still hadn’t quit smoking. 

Seeing that he didn’t refuse, Fang Shaoan lit the cigarette for him. “How’s the situation inside? ” 

Huo Ting took a deep breath with the cigarette butt in his mouth and told Fang Shaoan about the 

situation inside. 

After hearing it, Fang Shaoan frowned. “So, sister-in-law has been found, but Yu Han is missing? Lu 

Yiming didn’t say anything? ” 

Hearing this, Huo Ting looked up at a black armored car not far away. 

Lu Yiming was being locked up there. 

“Two of his teeth were knocked out, and he said he didn’t know. ” Huo Ting blew out a smoke ring, and 

the wrinkles between his eyebrows were very deep. 

If Lu Yiming didn’t want to tell him, it would be fine. But if he really didn’t know, then things would be 

troublesome. 

Yan Qing was also dead, and only Xia Jinqi was left. He could only ask her when she woke up. 



At this time, Li Jie glanced at Huo Ting. He could roughly imagine how badly Huo Ting had beaten Lu 

Yiming in the car. 

“could it be that something happened at the Ice Lake? ” Fang Shaoan thought for a moment and 

suddenly asked. 

Huo Ting and Li Jie looked at him at the same time, frowning. 

Fang Shaoan smiled awkwardly “No, I’m just guessing… “. “Didn’t you say that no one in the stockade 

had seen Yu Han? ” “Maybe Lu Yiming really didn’t bring Yu Han back but hid him somewhere. ” “Wen 

Tao and I followed the GPS signal all the way here. We didn’t see them stop their car on the way here. 

The only possibility is the ice lake. ” 

 


